ON SALE NOW 258 -

PLEASE STAY AT HOME SORT OUT A FEW INTERESTING STAMPS!

10. 5/- BRIDGE 1932 SG 143
in mint hinged condition, a
nice looking stamp...$249.00

This World—is a crazy place right now so
have some fun, sort out some lovely stamps!
Keep safe and please keep in touch….
KANGAROOS
1. 5/- GREY AND YELLOW SG 135,
CofA wmk Mint Unhinged with lovely
fresh original gum, great colour and a
pretty stamp for……………..….$399.00

11. 1932 5/- BRIDGE IMPRINT SG 143, this is a really
pretty strip which has two units very very lightly hinged
all superbly fresh (image reduced), one unit is unhinged, this is cheap at…………………………...$1,199.00

2. 10/- GREY & PINK SG 136 CofA wmk. Used, nice
stamp for just…………………………………...………$69.00

12. 1935 ANZAC 1/- SG 155 Mint unhinged superbly
fresh and well centred for just……………………...$39.00

3. £1 GREY SG 75, Third watermark fine used with Darwin cancel as for ………………………..……...$159.00

13. 1949 £2 ARMS SG 224d a mint unhinged condition
lovely stamp for……………………………………..….$89.00

4. £1 GREY SG 137 CofA fine used as
shown and a pretty stamp at a great
price……………………………....$119.00

5. £2 BLACK AND ROSE SG 45, repaired tear but a pretty looking stamp
all the same for…………….…….$599.00

14. 1949 ARMS SET SG 224a-d a complete set in mint
unhinged condition, lovely and fresh for………...$115.00

OTHER AUSTRALIA
15. 1971 CHRISTMAS SG 498ab Pane of 25 in unfolded fresh Mint Uhinged condition Cream paper, on other
dealers lists for $80+ bargain at just……………….$29.00
16. 1971 CHRISTMAS SG 498ab Pane of 25 in cancelled to order condition Cream paper, on other dealers lists for $75+ bargain at just…………………….$25.00
17. 1971 CHRISTMAS SG 498ab Pane of 25 in unfolded fresh Mint Uhinged condition White paper, on other
dealers lists for $110+ bargain at just……………..$39.00

6. £2 BLACK AND ROSE SG 114,
Small Multiple watermark fine used as
shown for just……………….…...$399.00

KGV
7. G108 1d DEEP CARMINE ANILINE
BW72.E.b Large multi wmk Harrison
printing perforated OS fine used with
Michael Drury certificate
for………………………………..$ 649.00
8. 1/4d GREENISH/BLUE SG131 C OF A Watermark,
superbly fresh unmounted mint with original gum, a
lovely looking stamp for……………………………..$119.00

OTHER AUSTRALIA
9. 1928 KOOKA M/SHEET SG 106a mint hinged, minor
fold and tone spot, just………………………...........$49.00

18. 2000 Australian Olympic Gold Medalists Composite
Sheetlet MUH of 16 some dealers list this sheetlet for
$50!! Our price is just…………….………………......$20.00
19. 2005 Australian Parrots Sheetlet Sheetlet MUH
some dealers list this sheetlet for $45+……….....$15.00
20. 2008 WORLD YOUTH DAY SHEETLET SG 3022a
Mint unhinged sheet on other dealers list for $60+ our
price is just………………………………………………$25.00
21. 2008 QANTAS IMPERFORATE SHEET limited edition Qantas A380 miniature sheet released by Australia
Post. This miniature sheet was only available in complete press sheets, and sold out on the day of release.
Only 750 press sheets were released. Other dealers
are selling these $60+ …………………………….….$25.00
22. 2008 QANTAS A380 MINIATURE SHEET First flight
limited edition of 5000, all numbered sheets, on other
dealers lists for $110++ we supply this in the special
Australia post folder, our price is just……………..$25.00

COLLECTIONS

23. AUSTRALIAN 1914-1965 In perfect as new Maroon
Seven Seas hingeless album and matching slipcase. In
this lovely collection is a mixture of mint and fine used
stamps—I noted mixture of Kangaroos 37 different included 2nd wmk 2d mint lightly hinged W/c, fine used
other values to 2/- brown which is lovely fine used and
in the photo, Cof A wmk includes 10/- lovely clean fine
used copy soft perf. Top left, £2 CofA fine used with
small blue crayon parcel marking, KGV a set of mostly
used and fine used missing just 1d Red KGV die 2, 1d
Green die 2 13 1/2 x 12 1/2, 4 1/2 d die two same series, so
complete set KGV used in some form less 3 stamps.
1928 Kooka Miniature sheet Mint Unhinged and superb,
6d Engraved Kooka Mint hinged, Kingsford Smith OS
set cto (2), 5/- Bridge CTO, 1937 on complete with mint
or fine used except for 2 x 3d KGV1 defins including
missing white wattles. So Robes are present mint
hinged thin paper and fine used thick paper, Arms used
set, Navigators set 8 fine used , quite a few extras including 1953 Produce in blocks of 9 Muh. Anyway here
is the maths… Album new would be $165, The better
stamps as listed above would be more than $2,500+
from my discounted lists, so a very nice buy...$1,099.00
24. AUSTRALIAN 1914-1991 In Davo Hingeless album in
reasonable condition (new would cost more than $500)
without the Kangaroo pages. KGV includes 30++ mint
KGV heads assorted values and watermarks, includes
single wmk. 2d brown, 3d blue, 4d violet, complete
large multi set mint. I also noted mint lightly hinged of
the following—6d Airmail, 1/- Victorian Cent, 9d Macarthur, 1/- Anzac, dozens of complete set from 1940 on
mostly mint unhinged sets, hundreds of stamps in fact.
Decimal collection mint unhinged for the period including AAT has a face value of more than $415++ with quite
a few hundred dollars worth of pre-decimal issues including those noted above, this really is a gift for someone to build upon for a crazy price of just……….$349.00
25. AUSTRALIAN FIRST DAY COVER COLLECTION 12 x
Cumberland First Day Cover Albums full of covers period 1966-2007. 1966-70 minor duplication early covers
some neatly typed addresses 1966-85. The later covers
are in superb condition totally rust free Australia Post

covers including—miniature sheets, peel and stick, International stamps. A lovely lot of more than 1200++
covers with a face value of more than $1,800++ in face
value alone.. Ideal for a reseller or fine used collector
especially at this crazy price….………………..... $199.00
26. WWF COLLECTION 13 x Full volumes in black albums with matching slipcases, as new condition plus a
full brand new spare empty album. Covering the period
1980-2013. Each issue has a complete mint set of
stamps, a first day cover and magnificently printed details all in colour on the issue. Each album contains
between 10-15 sets complete so approximately 170
sets (a few have not been unpacked and remain ready
to put away) Each issue cost the owner more than $35
each so around $6,000! They are magnificent and in
perfect condition all stamps and covers. They contain
beautiful photographs of the specific animal in the wild.
Get this collection to share the information with your
grandchildren on many endangered animal species or
just enjoy many hours of reading as well as the superb
full sets of stamps and matching First Day Covers, as a
lot based on my costs..……………………………...$449.00

COMMONWEALTH ITEMS
27. GREAT BRITAIN 1878 £1 Green Queen Victoria SG
128 Cat. Value of £3,200, a pretty space filler for an excellent price, grab this one for ……………………$149.00
28. GREAT BRITAIN 1891 £1 Green Queen Victoria SG
212, shortish perforations at right, very minor crease
but a pretty and scarce stamp for………………..$199.00
29. GREAT BRITAIN
1913 KGV £1 Green
Seahorse fine used as
shown,
Cat.
£1400
for………………..$449.00
30. GREAT BRITAIN 1913 KGV £1 Green Seahorse repaired used, looks attractive and well priced with a Cat.
£1400 for just…………………..……………………..$189.00
31. GREAT BRITAIN 1929 £1
PUC a pretty face example, basically a space filler as it has had
some repairs done, great price
on a scarce stamp which looks
great image reduced………....$129.00
MYSTERY BOXES- Now would be a great time to get a Mystery Box!
32. The large mystery box is ……………………...………..$139.00
33. The mega mystery box is ………..……………………..$229.00
34. The supa-dupa-mega box is…………………………….$499.00
*For those who have never purchased a mystery box, they can contain
one-country collections from lots of different countries, both old and
modern and mint and used; FDCs and commercial mails; stamps onand off- paper; duplicated stamps so you can check for varieties; whole
albums; stock-books full and empty; catalogues. The list goes on and
on, and no boxes are the same. They do come with a fun guarantee!

